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Item # 7 
YALSA Board of Directors Meeting 

ALA Annual Conference, Philadelphia 
January 24 - 28, 2014 

 
Topic: The Hub Manager Midwinter Report 
 
Background: Allison Tran, the Member Manager of The Hub, YALSA’s YA 

literature blog , has provided the Board with a semi-annual report.  
The purpose of the blog is to provide an online resource for teens to 
use to find reading recommendations. This blog focuses on young 
adult literature and provides teens and the librarians who serve them 
with a definitive web connection to blog posts, images, booklists, and 
videos and more all related to teen reading. 

 
Action Required:  Consent 
 

 
Overview 
The Hub is showing continued growth in the latter half of 2013. Gretchen Kolderup’s term as 
Hub Manager ended in August. Gretchen laid a solid foundation for highlighting YALSA’s 
awards and selected lists with recurring activities and features on The Hub, and I have followed 
in her footsteps as I learn and grow in this position.  
 
The statistics for The Hub continue to increase as our audience expands. Articles being picked up 
by sources outside the library world, such as science fiction news site, io9.com, had a hugely 
positive impact on our site traffic. As we gain new readers, our regular readers continue to 
engage with our content—we received several positive comments to our recently-launched 2014 
Morris/Nonfiction Reading Challenge indicating that readers have been eagerly anticipating this 
activity. It’s rewarding to see that our efforts are well-received by the YA lit community, and we 
look forward to continuing to grow in 2014.  
 
Statistics 
Snapshot (June – mid-December) 

• Published 332 posts, an average of 11.8 posts per week (compared to 10.4 posts per week 
in June through December of last year) 

• Attracted 219,002 page views, an average of 1,108 page views each day (compared to 
726 page views per day in June through December of last year) 

• Received 662 comments (compared to 903 in June through December of last year) 
• Invited 3,041 votes in Monday Polls, with an average of 104 responses for each poll. 
• We've grown to 46 regular bloggers, having added 6 new bloggers during this reporting 

period. We also have 6 semi-regular teen bloggers. 
 
Page views 

June 2013  25,612   June 2012  12,962  
July 2013  26,739   July 2012  17,927 
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August 2013  34,780   August 2012  16,940  
September 2013 31,644   September 2012 15,952 
October 2013  35,934   October 2012  29,002  
November 2013 36,905   November 2012 20,976 
December 2013 28,698*  December 2012 41,590 
* as of 12/20/13 
 

Top referrers (for the past year) 
1. Search Engines (115,073) 

a. Google Search (105,210) 
b. Google Image Search (4,115) 
c. Bing (2,561) 
d. Yahoo Search (1,420) 

2. Twitter (19,931) 
3. Facebook (11,839) 
4. Tumblr (4,765) 
5. ala.org (3,076) 
6. io9.com (2,812) 
7. Google Reader (1,110) 
8. Pinterest (1,045) 
9. Blogger (708) 
10. School Library Journal (slj.com) (607) 
 

Top search terms (for the past year – similar search terms combined) 
1. yalsa hub / yalsa the hub / the hub yalsa (1,629) 
2. books like the fault in our stars / books similar to the fault in our stars (1,229) 
3. teen hub / teens hub (655) 
4. warm bodies romeo and juliet /warm bodies romeo and juliet parallels (247) 
5. yalsa hub challenge / hub reading challenge / yalsa hub reading challenge (216) 
6. dystopias / ya dystopian literature / dystopian novels 2013 (162)  
7. 2013 teens top ten / yalsa teens top ten / yalsa top ten /teen top ten 2013 (120) 
8. seventeenth summer /seventeenth summer review (123) 
9. no choirboy summary (95) 
10. books spine poetry lesson (86) 
 

Accomplishments 
• Featured each of the 2013 Teens’ Top Ten winners with an author interviews or other types of 

feature posts. 

• Announced the 2014 Morris and Nonfiction Award finalists; launched the 2014 
Morris/Nonfiction Reading Challenge, which runs between the announcement of the 
award finalists and the day of the Youth Media Awards and encourages people to read 
the shortlisted titles for both awards. The reading challenge is accompanied by author 
interviews, readalike lists, and blogger reviews of the finalists. At the time of this report, 
67 participants have signed up for the challenge. 
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• Continued to explore issues of diversity in YA lit with posts on transgender characters, 
disability, other cultures, and the representation of LGBTQ themes. 

• Began working with bloggers to create and include “pinnable” graphics  in their posts so 
The Hub can expand our reach on Pinterest. (i.e. eye-catching graphics with explanatory 
text superimposed on the image, making the graphics appealing for sharing on Pinterest) 

• Hosted The Hub’s first photo challenge to increase engagement with our readership. 
The theme was “What are you reading over the Thanksgiving break?” and readers and 
bloggers alike were invited to submit photos of their planned reading.  

• Began two complementary recurring features, “Is This the Real Life?”  and “Is This 
Just Fantasy?” that examine trends and titles in realistic and fantasy YA fiction.  

• Ran two sponsored ads on the blog’s sidebar during the months of October and 
November. 

 
Goals and Further Considerations 

• Wrap up the Morris/Nonfiction Reading Challenge in January and launch the 2014 Hub 
Reading Challenge successfully in February. 

• Increase coverage of nonprint materials on The Hub. (see below for more details) 
• Increase multimedia content in Hub posts, including photos, illustrations, videos, and 

sound recordings. 
• Finish the YALSA Academy video about The Hub and why YALSA members should 

read the blog or even become one of our bloggers. 
• Continue to develop the Hub Advisory Board’s role in both large projects and day-to-day 

operations of the blog. 
• With the Hub Advisory Board, form a rapid response team of bloggers to stay abreast of 

current issues in YA lit and enable The Hub to respond quickly. 
• Host another themed photo challenge to involve our readership. 

 
Plan for Integrating Coverage of Nonprint Media into The Hub 
 
With the sunsetting of the Fabulous Films for Young Adults committee, we will be featuring 
more coverage of nonprint materials on The Hub so that YALSA continues to provide 
recommendations for multimedia of interest to teens. The Hub Advisory Board discussed our 
plan for moving forward with increasing The Hub’s coverage of multimedia, and came up with 
the following plan: 
 

• The aim of including coverage of nonprint media is threefold: to help librarians build their 

collections; to inform and entertain; and to attract a new audience to The Hub.  

• Our focus on The Hub will be broad: we will address not only films, but also TV shows, games, 

and digital media aimed at teens.  

• Because The Hub is branded as YALSA’s young adult literature blog, there will always be a 

literary tie-in with any coverage nonprint materials. Examples of literary tie-ins include reviews 

of book-based movies, readalikes for popular films, TV shows, and games, book 

recommendations for fictional movie/TV characters, and media pairings for school reading 

assignments.  
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The Hub has already begun integrating multimedia coverage into our regular content with 
reviews of movies based on popular YA novels and reading recommendations for TV characters. 
To build on these efforts, I will contact the current members of the Fabulous Films committee to 
recruit them as Hub bloggers. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Allison Tran 

 


